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CHAPrER I 
mrROOOCTION 
In the normal person the sense organs of sight, hearing, touch, 
snell and taste are closely allied and intimately coordinated. Although 
perhaps not read:il.y apparent, interaction aJOOng the sa.."'lBes underlies om-
'Wlified approach to the 110rld of space and objects. A sizeable body of 
experinental. evidence suggests that changes in the efficiency of one 
sense organ (primary) rray be brought about by stimul.ation to another 
sense organ (accessory). The names mst frequently associated with these 
effects are "sensory interactions, 11 11 heteroJOOdaJ. effects," and "inter-
sensory effects •" 
Experinental findings have indicated that sensory interactions 
apply to the sensitivity, acuity, and discriminatory capacities of the 
senses. The effects noted are diverse. Some investigators report in-
creases, or facilitation; some report decreases, or inhibition; others 
report both facilitation and inhibition; still others report neither. 
It has been suggested by the results of recent experiments that the 
response of a primary sensorJ system first increases and then decreases 
as a continuous function of the intensity of accessory stimulation. 
The purpose of the present study is to examine a fUrther determinant 
of intersensory effects. The experiment to be reported explores the 
effect of primary stiJmll.ation on the sensory interaction brought about 
by accessorJ stimulation. Few studies bearing on this joint relationship 
have been carried out. Moreover, the findings reported in the relevant 
studies of vision and audition are limited and equivocal . 
An attempt will be made here to show in what wa:y visual sensitivity 
is a joint function of primary visual stimulation and accessory auditory 
stimulation. The hypotheses concerning magnitude and direction of intel'-
sensory effects as a joint function of the above two independent variables 
will be generated from a quasi-neurol ogical model of central mediation 




REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
Inasmuch as the present study is concerned only with phenomena of 
sensory sensitivity, the following review of the intersensory literature 
will encompass only those studies which have to do with stimulation in 
one modality augmenting and/or diminishing sensitivity or discrimination 
in another sensor.r modality. Phenom:ma such as synesthesia (sti.mulation 
in one modality being experienced in two or more modalities simultaneously, 
resulting in ·.a polymodal object), or alterations in motor responses 
brought about by auxiliary stimulation fall outside the scope of the 
present review. 
In the succeeding pages a number of special terms will be used. 
The sensor.r system, the responses of which we are concerned wit,h, will 
be referred to as the primary sensory system. The sensory system which 
receives stimulation concurrently with the primary system will be referred 
to as the secondary or accessory sensory system. When primary and ac-
cessory sensory systems are subject to their own characteristic stimuli, 
these will be called primary and accessory stimuli respectively. 
Three topics will be dealt with :in this chapter; first, experinental 
studies of intersensory phenomena will be discussed, with special reference 
to those concerning vision and auditione Next, the various theoriea of 
sensory interaction will be presented. Finally the particular neuro-
logical model which was chosen to generate the hypotheses of the present 
study will be discussed in more detail . 
The first interest in intersensor-y effects is credited to the 
Viennese aurist, Urbantschitsch1 whose observations were published in 
the 1880's. Reports of experimantal studies of sensory interaction did 
not appear in quantity hovrever until 1930. Since that tine reviews of 
the literature have been published by R:yan2, Gilbert3, and London. 4 
The original work of Urbantschitsch was extensive in scope, con-
sisting of his observations of how each sense affects the others. The 
4 
extensiveness and pioneering quality of his work has been more noteworthy 
than the rigor with which it was carried out. Of interest are some of 
his conclusions: 
1) Auditory stimulation with a tuning fork increased visual sen-
s:ltivity. High tones vrere more effective :in this than low tones. 
2 ) Tonal pitch influenced the perception of colors, High tones 
made colors appear brighter, low tones mad them appear darker. 
3) A loud noise would darken the visual field momentarily, then 
brighten it. 
4) The ticking of a watch could be heard more distinctly when the 
subjects 1 eyes were open than when their eyes were closed. 
1. Urbantschitsch, V ., Ueber den Einfluss von Trigeminus Reizen auf die 
Sinnesempfindungen Insbesondere auf den Gesichtsinn, Arch. Ges. Physiol. 
1883, 30, 129-175, In Gilbert, G. M., ~· ~· - - ' 
2. Ryan, T. A., Interrelations of the Sensory Systems in Perception, 
Psychol. ~., 1940, E., 659-698. 
3. GiJ.bertl_ G. M., Intersensory Facilitation and I$ibition, J. Gen. 
PsY?hol., 194.1., ~ 381-407. - -
4. London, I., Research on Sensory Interaction in the Soviet Union, 
Psychol. ~., 1954, 2!, 531-568. 
A. Experimental Changes Under Accessory Stimulation 
Since the time of UrbantsChitsCh the historical development of 
sensory interaction has resulted in the accunmlation of a sizeable body 
of lmowledge 'Which may be divided into four general classes . There are 
experimental studies which report 1) facilitating effects of &e'C.)ssory 
stimUli, 2) inhibitory effects, 3) no reliable effects of accessory 
sti!!lllation and, 4) both inhibitory and facilitative effects . 
1. Studies Reporting Intersenso;z Facilitation 
An early experinent by Newhall5 reported the effect of auditory 
clicks on absolute visual thresholds. He concludeCl that with the simul-
taneous presence of a clibk, more visual stimuli were judged to be above 
threshold than without the click. 
Freund and Hofm:mn6 report t hat uitder strong illumination auditory 
acuity of deafened patients is somewhat enhanced. Zeitz 1 found that 
tonal pitch is judged to be higher under conditions of illu.m.mation .. 
Kravkov8 studied the effect of tone and light, both indirectly in-
duced, upon visual acuity. Accessory stimuli augnented the di~1crimination 
of black figures on a white ground. However, this relationship did not 
hold for white figures presented on a black background. 
5. Newhall, S . M • .., Effects of Attention on the Intensity of Cutaneous 
Pressure am on Visual Brightness, ~· of Psychol., 1923, #61, T5 . 
6. Freund, L. and Hofmann, L., Licht and Hoe~n, Med. Klinik. , 1929, g2, 
226-228, in Hartmann, G. w., ~· ~· Psychol., 1934,!1, 815. 
1. Zietz, K. , Gegenseitige Beeinflussing von Fast und Tonerlebnisen: 
Studien uber Experimentelle Erseugte Synasthesie, Zfschr. P3)chol ., 1.931, 
121, 257-356, In Ryan, T. A. , Psychol. Bull., 1940, tJ.., 659- 98. 
8 . Kravkov, S . V., Changes of Visual Acuity in One Eye Under the Infl. uence 
of the lllu.m:lltation of the other or of Acoustic Stimuli, J . ~· Psychol.. 
19 34, g, 805-812. -
6 
Hartmann91 lO, 11 performed several experim:mts m which he also 
demonstrated the facilitative effect of simultaneous accessor~· stimulation 
on visual acuity. Unlike Kravkov, however, he found that strong illumina-
tion to one eye brought about an increase in visual acuity for both black 
figures on a white ground and white figures on a black gromd . Accessory 
illumination in this case consisted of a frosted 40 watt lamp situated at 
the eye . Hartmann also found that visual acuity can be increased tem-
porarily by the following stimuli : 
a) auditory--tones of 2100 and 180 cycles 
b) olfactory--citronellol and xylenol crystals in solution 
c) cutaneous--pressure and pin thrust to the back of the hand . 
In a later study, using different subjects, he demonstrated the reciprocal 
relationship that visual . accessory stimuli could enhance auditory sensi-
tivity. High illumination (510 watts at a distance of four feet from the 
subject) facilitated responses to the Seashore pitch and intensity records 
compared 'With performance under low illumination (ten WEJ.,t1:, recording light). 
Child and Wendtl2 determined auditory thresholds associated with a 
visual stimulus of one second duration and fifty foot-candle intensity. 
9. Hartmann, G. w., The Increase of Visual Acuity in One Eye Through 
Illumination of the Other, 1.• ~· Psychol., 1933, !§., 383-392. 
10. Hartmann, G. . , Changes in Visual Acuity through Si.liniLtaneous 
Stimulation of the Other Sense Organs, i_. ~· Psychol. , 1933, !§, 393-407 . 
11. Hartman-'1., G. W . , The Facilitation Effect of Strong General Illumination 
upon the Discrimination of Pitch and Intensity Dii'ferences, ~· ~· Psychol., 
1934, fl, 813-822 . 
12 . Child, I. and Weoot, G. R., The Temporal Course of the In..f'luence of 
Visual Stimulation Upon Auditory Thresholds, !!.• ~· Psychol., 1938, 23_, 
109-127. 
7 
various time intervals between accessory stimulus and response were em-
ployed. Maximum facilitation occurred when the light preceded the tone 
by o.5 seconds. Longer intervals produced less facilitation until a two 
second interval produced no facilitative effect. 
Kurokil3 found that in order for facilitation to occur the optimal 
interval between l~ght and sound was 0~33 seconds before the tone (800 cps) . 
2. Studies Reporting Intersensory Inhibition 
He:vmansl4 studied the effect of faradic stimulation of · ·- e hand on 
auditory sensitivity. He found that the proportion of time a ticking watch 
would be heard in a time period of five minutes was a negative function 
of shock intensity. Without shock, the watch was heard for aliOOst the 
Whole five minutes. With the most intense shock the watCh was heard only 
69 seconds. 
Jacobson
15 examined the effects of sound and pressure upon each othe~ . 
He found that sound of moderate intensity may be inhibited by sinrultaneous 
strong pressure sensations and conversely pressure sensations of moderate 
intensity may be inhibited by other sinml taneous sensations, either of 
sound or of pressure . Furthermore, he concluded from his data that increased 
attention to the other sensations decreases the inhibition. The sound 
13 . Kuroki, s., The Influence of I.~ght Stilmllus Upon Hearing, Jap . _ d.:_ 
Psychol . , 1937, 12, 253-269. (Engl~sh summary) In Landis, c., An annotated 
biblioElaphy of flicker fusion phenomena, 1740-1952, Ann Arbor,lJniversity 
of Mic igan, !953. - -
14. Heymans, G., Untersuclmngen uber Psychische Hennmmg: V. Die Verdrangung 
von Schal.1empfindungen. durch e1ektrische Jl~utempfindungen, ~· f.• Psycho1., 
1904, ~ 15-28. In Gilbert, G. M., ~· ~· 
15. Jacobson, E., Experiments on the Inhibition of Sensations, Psychol. ~., 1911, ~ 24-53. 
8 
consisted of loud clicks in quick succession. The intensity varied from 
day to day. Pressure sensations consisted of judgments of whether a 
second weight was heavier, same, or lighter than the first. Inhibition 
referred to the number of ti.m9s a given weight was judged heavier than a 
second weight accompanied by sound. 
Krugmanl6 studied a group of fi.fty airn:en carrying the psychiatric 
diagnosis of anxiety reaction and compared their OFF thresholds to a group 
of fifty controls. He assumed implicitly that the organismic state of 
"anxiety reaction" was associated with bodily tension which might serve 
as an internal accessory stimulus. It was found that the anxiety group 
had lower awrage OFF' s, indicating diminished sensitivity. 
Gorrenl7 investigated the relationship between tones and CFF. Using 
a low tone (270 cps) and a high tone (2400 cps) with normal adults, brain-
damaged patients and children, he discovered that CFF for aJ.l groups was 
lowered, indicating diminished sensitivity. Disregarding for our purposes 
the differential effects among the groups, one may note from Gorrell' s 
findings that the high tone was associated with lower CFF than was low 
tone. 
Davis18 explored the effects of a moderately loud sound upon absolute 
visual thresholds in normal and brain-injured subjects. It was found that 
16. Krugman, H. E., flicker Fusion Frequency as a Function of Anxiety 
Reaction, ~· Consult. Psychol., 1947, 2J 269-272. 
17. . Gorrel~, R. B., ~ Effects of Extraneous Audito~J Stinrulation on 
Cri tJ.cal Flicker Frequency:, unpublished doctoral dissertation, Clark-
University, 1953. 
18. Davis, E. T., HeteroiOOdal Effects Upon
1
Visual Thresholds, unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, Harvard University, 953. 
9 
a 1550 cps tone at an intensity of approximately seventy decibels above 
threshold initially raised the visual threshold. After a max:imlm rise 
occurred at 10-14 seconds, thresholds gradually declined as the tone vias 
continued for three minutes. 
3. Studies Reporting !2 Intersensory Facilitation~ Inhibition 
Serrat and Karwoski19 studied the effect of a loud but not unco~ 
fortable tone of !U.O cycles per second upon absolute thresholds for 
spectral light of 506 millimicrons. The results based on 48o readings 
taken from two subjects were not reliably different for tone and no-tone 
conditions. 
Chapanis, Rouse and Schacter20 reported on the effect of olfactory, 
auditory, and tactile stimulation on contrast sensitivity and form dis-
crimination. The stimuli employed were:: smell of wintergreen, snell of 
eugenol, taste of line, 1000 cycle tone at 30 or 50 decibels above threshold, 
noise of buzzer and exercise (gentle squeezing of dynamoneter between 
trials). None of the stimuli either facilitated or inhibited contrast 
sensitivity or form discrimination at a law level of illumination (0.014 
foot candl.es) . 
4. Studies Reportipg Both Facilitation ~ Inhibition 
Thorne21 explored the effect of simultaneous auditory stimulation on 
visual sensitivity. He exanrl ned visual thresholds with and w:i. thout the 
19. Serrat, lV. D., and Karwoski, T ., An Investigation of the Effect of 
Auditory Stimulation on Visual Sensitivity, l• ~· Ps;ychol., 1936, ~' 6o4-6ll. 
20. Chapanis, A., Rouse, B. o., and Schacter, s., The Effect of Intersensory 
Stimulation on Dark Adaptation and Night Vision, J. Rxn., Psych.ol. 1949 ~ 425-437. - ;;:;;;a;. - ' , 
21. Thorne, F. c., The Psychological Measurement of the Temporal Course of 
Visual Sensitivity, Arch. 2£. Psychol. , 1934, ~ #170. 
lO 
sound of a buzzer. The effect of the buzzer appeared to be varied. At 
first, facilitation took place; at later sessions inhibition was reported. 
The author concluded that subjective processes occurring with the presen-
tation of the simultaneous accessory stimulus might account in part for 
the unexpected mixed effects. 
As noted previously, Kravkov22 found that accessory stimuli do not 
always augment visual acuity. Facilitation occurred when tone or light 
were presented with black figures on a white ground . When -..mite figures 
on a black gronnd were used, visual acuity was diminished. 
There are rrumerous additional studies in ·which soma of the condi tiona 
affecting the direction of sensory interaction, facilitative or inhibitory, 
were recognized and reported. The remainder of the experim:mtal studies 
reported here will be organized in terms of the comnon variables which 
they examined. Among these are: wavelength of monochrom.tic light, 
presence or absence of verbal report, intensity of accessory stimulation, 
and intensity of primary stimulation. 
Wavelepgth ~ zoonochromatic light 
Kravlwv and his co-workers found that sensitivity to blue-green light 
was increased by auditory stimulation whereas to orange-red light it was 
decreased. However, for corresponding wavelengths, CFF was reported to 
change in the opposite manner upon accessory sound. CFF was reported to 
decrease with sound when blue-green light was employed and increase with 
sotmd when orange-red light was employed. When it was used as an accessory 
stimulus, monochromatic light again was reported to have opposite effects 
on auditory sensi ti vi ty depending upon its vravelength23. 
22. Kravkov, S. v., 2£• ~· 
23. London, I., £E• ~· 
n 
Presence or absence of verbal report 
--~--- -- --
Gregg and Brogden24 studied the effect of illumination on auditory 
thresholds when a verbal response acknowledging the presence of the 
accessory stimulus was requested and when no verbal response was requested. 
Verbal response was associated with an :increase of auditory sensitivity 
19hlle no response was associated with a decrease of auditory sensitivity . 
Intensity of accessorz stimulation 
Kekcbeev, Kravkov and otbers2.5 have found that weak sound heightens 
sensitivity of the eye while loud sound lessens sensitivity. Allen and 
Schwartz26 report a sim:Uar relationship using monocular CFF as a measure 
of visual sensitivity. A soft tone increased CFF; a loud tone decreased 
CFF. 
Trehub27 and Wiesenfeld28 predicted and obtained experi.lmntally a 
diphasic relationship between visual sensitivity and intensity of the 
accessory stimulus. Trehub showed that visual brightness thresholds first 
increased ani then decreased as a tuncticn of increasing intensity of 
24. Gregg, L. W. and Brogden, • J., The Effect of Simultaneous Visual. 
Stinlll.ation on Abso1ute Auditory Sensitivity, i.• ~· Psf'Phol., 1952, 
!12. 179-186. 
2.5. 21?.• ill· 
26. Allen, F. and Schwartz, M., The Ef:fects o:r Stimulation of the Senses 
o:r Vision, Hearing, Taste, t:nd Smell upon the Sensibility of the Organs o~ 
Vision, i.• 2!!'!• Plvsiol., 1940, ~ 105-121. 
27. Trehub, A., A Theory of Senso~ Interaction:. An EI;!rilmntal 
Investigation 2£ the RelatiOnsh!itween Autonomic "ActiVIy aiid Visual 
Sensitivit~ unpuB.irshed doctor disser~ion, Boston UniverSity, 1954. 
28. Wiesenfeld, H. J., Theoretical and !j1irical Relationship_ of Critical 
Flicker Fusion Frequency to AUdi~ S'ti ation, unpublished doctor at 
dissertation, Boston Uni varsity, 1 5. 
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autonomic activity (neasured as galvanic skin response). Autonomic 
activity was assumed to act as tbe source of accessory stilmlJ.ation. 
Wiesenfe1d studied visual sensitivity by means of CFF. Sensitivity 
was found to increase with mlld tones simultaneously app1ied, fall. to a 
no-tone 1eve1 with moderate tones, and decrease with loud tones. TliO 
subjects were emp1oyed and repeated measurements were obtained from each 
subject. Seven stages of intensity of a 1550 cycl.e-per-second tone were 
emp1oyed as accessory stimuli. These ranged in intensity from 0.6 to 5.6 
vol.ts measured across the terminals of the signal generator. The flashing 
light was of fixed intensity. 
Intensity £! primacy: stimulation 
When gustatory stimulation accompanies tests of auditory reception 
of tones, reception of low tones is reported to increase, while reception 
of high tones is reported to decrease.29 Mulholland30 found that the 
general effect of tone was sim:Uar to brightening a visual background when 
the fie1d was dark and similar to darkening a visual background when the 
field was bright. 
Kravkov31 reports that for green light an auditory stimulus lowers 
CFF if the light intensity emp1oyed yde1ds a frequency of approx:ima.tel.y 
15 cycles per second. However if the light intensity is greater and 
yields a higher trequency, such as 27 cycles per second, the salE 
29. Kekcheef, K. in London, I., "Research on SensOI"J Interaction in the 
Soviet Union, 11 Psychol. ~., 1954, 2;!., 531-568. 
30. Jlulholland, T. B., The Effect of Extraneous Auditorz Stimul.ation 
~Visual Perception, unpu.b'.tished doctoral diSsertation, Clark uDiversi"'-
1956. ~~ 
31. Kravkov, s. V ., ~!. ~ robota, Moscow: Akad. Nauk SSSR, 1950. 
auditory stimul.us raises CFF. Kravkov's study is quite relevant to the 
present experimnt and will be discussed more fully in the succeeding 
chapter. 
Finally, other studies :in 'Which both facilitation and inhibition 
were reported umertook to co-vary a) the accessory stilllllus and an 
organismi.c state or b) t he a ccessory and primary stimuli. 
shore32 studied the e f fects of both anxiety and induced effort on 
visual sensitivity as measured by the ability to recognize geonetric 
targets presented tachistoscopically. The number of correct target 
responses was Jmasured for three groups rated as having high, medium, or 
low anxiety scores on the Tay.tor Manifest Anxiety Scale for five le"Vels 
of induced effort. Squeezing a hand dynaJOOneter against five levels of 
resistive pressure constituted the neasure of effort. Shore predicted 
that anxiety and effort would be additive in their effects. He fouOO. 
that starting from a point of zero :induced tension, efficiency of in-
duced tension increased. The scores for the low anxiety group declined 
to a point significantly below the level attained under pmitions of 
zero tension, whereas tbe scores for the high anxiety group never fell 
below the zero tension level. The performance of the low and high anxiety 
group was contrary to Shore 1 s prediction in this respect • 
.32. Shore, M. F., Visual Recognition as a Joint Function of Induced 
Effort ~ Uanifest Anxiety, _;unpublished doctoral dissertation, BostOn 
University, 1955. 
Krasno and Ivy33 examined visual sensitivity in normals ubjects and 
patients with hypertension or coronary artery disease after they had in-
gested nitroglycerin. Using a modified form of episcotister, he measured 
CFF before and at two minute intervals after placing 0.4 milligrams of 
nitroglycerin under the tongue. In normal subjects nitroglycerin raised 
the CFF. 
In a study analogous but not directly comparable in design to the 
present study, O'Hare34 examined auditory sensitivity as a joint f'unction 
of tonal frequencies and intensity of illumination. The point of analogy 
between O'Hare's and the present study lies in the fact that several 
values of two sinnll taneously manipulated independent variables were em-
ployed. He employed four spectral colors representing four brightness 
intensities as accessory stimuli and tone as the primary stimulus. Audi-
tory thresholds were obtained for tones of 200, 700, 2000, and 6000 cycles 
per second obtained under conditions of no accessory visual stimulation. 
These v-rere compared to auditory thresholds obtained while the subject 
viewed light patches of red, blue, green, and yellow. (The brightness 
of these colors was 10.9, 16.5, 53.0 and 87.4 foot lariberts respectively). 
O'Hare reported that "the brightest stimulus had a tendency to increase 
auditory sensitivity especially at the lowest frequencies while the three 
other colors had a tendency to decrease auditory sensitivity to the 
33. Krasno, L. R. and Ivy, A. c., The Response of the Flicker Fusion 
Thresho~d to Nitroglycerin and Its potential Value in the Di~gnosis, 
PrognosJ.s and Therapy of Subclinical Cardiovascular Disease, Circulation, 
1950, ~ 1267-1276. 
34. O'Hare, J. J., Intersensory Effects of Visual StimuJi on the M:inimum 
Audible Threshold, J. Gen. Psychol., 1956, 2:, 167-170. 
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highest frequency but not to the lower frequencies.n35 He concluded that 
while the effect of a visual stimulus on the auditory threshold may be 
significant, it is "related in sore rather complicated way to the par-
ticular spectral regions of color and tone combination . Furthermore, the 
particular spectral regions in any combination may determine, in a fashion 
we cannot now predict, whether the threshold shift is in the direction 
of increased or decreased sensitivity.n36 
B. Intersensory Theories 
Intersensory effects are explained in :maw ways . William James37 
noted that the effects reported by Urbantschitsch seemed similar to the 
effects which F&r' explained by mans of the then popular theory of 
d~geny. Sensoi".f stimulation, assumed Fere, Has a dynamogenic value 
insofar as it increased or decreased the strenght of voluntary muscular 
contractions . James believed that the foregoing effects lent credence to 
the law of diffusion, which he stated as follows : "!process ~ ~ any-
where in the centres reverberates everywhere, ~in ~way~ other 
affects the organism throughout , making ~ activities either greater £!: 
less . n38 Since that time, numberous theoretical explanations have arisen, 
none with greater scope or assurance, but sone with more specificity. 
Among them are the follm~g : 
l) GestaJ.t theory organizes the phenoroona in terms of heightened or 
35. ~· p . 169. 
36. ~· P• 169- 170. 
37 . James, William, The Principles of Psychology, Dover, 1890, II, 379-381. 
38 . Ibid. p. 381. 
- -
(Italics in the original) 
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lessened contrasts between a figure and its ground. Thorne, 39 Jacobson, 40 
and at times Hartmann41 proposed that figure-ground relations accounted 
f or intersensory effects in the following manner: 
v1hen the simultaneous (accessory stimulus is 
attributively strong enough to becom the figure in the 
'perceptuaJ. figure-ground' relationship, it raises liminal 
sensitivity or exerts an inhibitory effect; when it 
continuously occupies the ground it facilitates with 
resultant lowering of the threshold. 42 
Hartmann at one tim wrote, "Tentatively it may be said that a 
sinrul taneous au:x:iliary heterom:>dal stimulus augr~!.ents the main stimulus 
when the former is in the background but that it acts in an inhibiting 
way when it is focal . n43 
2) Genetic theory of Werner44 emphasizes an early ontogenetic equivalence 
or unity of the senses and the residual undifferentiated portion of this 
equivalence remaining in the adult sensoriwn. Hence, the less differen-
tiation between stimtlli and between cortical areas, the greater should 
be the sensory interaction. However, the direction of the intersensory 
effects cannot be specified by genetic theory. 
39 . Thorne, F. c. , The Psychological M3asurement of the Temporal Course 
of Visual Sensitivity, ~· ~ Psychol. , 1934, June, #170. 
40. Jacobson, E., Experiments on the Inhibition of Sensations, Psychol • . 
~., 1911, ~ 24-53. 
4:1 . Hartmann, G. w., The Facilitation Effect of Strong General illumina-
tion upon the Discrimination of Pitch and Intensity Differences, J. ~· 
Psychol. , 1934, !,1, 813-822. -
42. Thorne, ~· ~· p . 54. 
43 . Hartmann, ~· ~· p. 822. 
44. Werner, H. The Comparative Psychology £f. Mental Developmnt, New 
York, Harpers, 19!'i5': 
1.7 
3) Irradiation theory as proposed by Kravkov, Hartmann, Child, Wendt, 
O'Hare, and others bear a strong resemblance to the irradiation proposi-
tion of Pavlovian psychology in that they postulate an overflow of cor-
tical impulses from primary centers of excitation to contiguous anatomical 
areas. A common assumption is that through soma process of summation, sub-
1iminaJ_ excitation is added to that already present, and that the added 
excitation is positively related to enhanced sensory performance . 
Thus, Hartmann has proposed that : 
One is thrown back upon the brain process as such. One may 
suppose that the temporal region is not the only locus of cor-
tical response evoked by an auditory stimulus, but that the 
rema:in:ing brain areas are also arous.ed ••• If acuity be in part 
a function of the number of brain cells aroused (or the intensity 
with which they are aroused) then the excitatory waves coming 
from some other receptors may be supposed to overflow into the 
calcarine sector and either throw into action more cortical 
units or reinforce the excitation in those already actt~; in 
either case visual discrimination would be heightened • . .!;) 
The theoretical formulations of the other investigators mentioned 
above have been similar in that they provided an explanation for the ob-
served :facilitating effects of accessory stimulation. However, the under-
standing of inhibitory effects appears to be beyond the framework of ir-
radiation theory. 
The profusion of anatomical connections in the brain has prompted 
diverse speculations concerning the locus or seat of energy exchange to 
45. Hartman, G. w., Changes in Visual Acuity through S:i.multaneous 
Stimulation of other Sense Organs, !!_. ~· Psychol., 1933, ~' 393-407, p.4o6. 
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account for sensory interaction. Harris, 46 for example, has catalogued 
the possible sites of interaction between the visual and auditory systems. 
He concluded that "It makes neurological sense if soiDe\'lhere in the nervous 
system the ••• sptems do interconnect, that the one sense £!:!!.influence the 
other ••• and in the auditory and visual systems we have seen plenty of 
opportunity for such summation to occur.n47 
One might add that inasmch as such a."l abundance of cortical inter-
connections presumably exist, it is indeed understandable that intersensory 
effects do occur. What is less clear cut, perhaps, is that state of 
affairs :in 'Which interaction among the senses does ~ occur. The 
follaning section describes a theoretical model which specifies in greater 
detail how int.racentral mediation might occur and predicts both facilita-
tive and inhibitory effects. It is from this model that the hypotheses 
of the present study arise. Deductions from the following model are used 
to integrate the resul. ts of the few experilrents in which primary and 
accessory stimuli are co-varies. 
c. A Theoretical Model 
-----....-.--~ 
Davis48 proposed a theory of intersensOr".f inhibition, the key assump-
tion of which is the existence of a 11 m·utually recruitable neuron" (MRN) 
46. Harris, J. D., Sorm Relations Between Vision and Audition Springfield, 
minois, C. c. Thomas;-i950. - ' 
47. Ibid. Ch. 13. 
48. Davis, E. T ., Heteromda.l Effects Upon Visual Thresholds rmpublished 
doctoral dissertation, lfai'Vard 'University, 1953. ' 
-----~ 
having characteristics that allow it to respond to more than one kind of 
sensory excitation and contribute to the sensory system by which it is 
fired. The postulation of this neural. element provided a speculative 
cerebral analog for Gasser ' s49 model of reciprocal. innervation in 'Which 
ne:xor and extensor pathways share an interneuron. MRN nre thought of 
as providing a switching mechanism, shunting the excitation of competing 
sensor.r systems . Davi.s further assumes tha.tt 
1) :intensity of stimulation in a given modality is r elated to the 
number of neurons fired and the frequenc;y with which ·tthey are fired. These 
in turn are assumed to be related to sensitivity of :function. 
2) accessory stimulation reduces the number of nru.tually recruitable 
elements which contribute to the function of the primary modality. 
Though the model of Davis was capabie of generating specific predic-
tions concerning the temporal course of sensory inhibition and the di:t-
ferential. extent of sensory interaction in normal and brain-injured subjects, 
the model did not specify in what "V'fa:Y both facilitation and inhibition 
could occur in terms of the contribution of MRN. 
The theoretical formlations of Trehub-'0 and Wiesenfeld.51 made use 
of similar assumptions concerning MRN and extended the relationships 
between mdal.ities to include both facilitative and inhibitory effects as 
L9. Gasser, H. s., 11Tije Control of Excitation in the Nervous System," 
Harvey Lectures, 1937, ~ 169 . In Brazier, M., The Electrical Activity !!1. the Nervous System, Macl.Jjllan, New York, 19.51.-
.50. Trehub, A. , A Theory of Sensory Interaction: An E~imental Inves-
tigation of~ RelationshiP BetWeen AutonoiDic XBtirt~~ Visual 
SensitivitY, unpublished doctoral Ci!ssertation, oston varsity, 1954 • 
.51. Wiese~eld, H. J., Theoretical andJ:iiricaJ. Relationship£!. Critical. 
Flicker FusJ.on FreC}U;ency to Audito~ St ation, unpublished doctoral. 
dissertation, Boston UniveFai ty, i '5. 
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a continuous function of accessory stimulation. Trehub postu1ated that 
with increasing intensity of accessory stiliillation MRN or "heteromodaJ. 
elements" generate a facilitation field of ;increasing magnitude. With 
respect to the primary system the net effect of ·accessory stimulation 
changes from facilitation to inhibition at that point when the facilitation 
field contributes more beteromodal elements to the secondary system. It 
was assumed that since the total number of heterom:>dal elements is finite , 
their increasing contribution to the secondary system takes place at the 
expense of the heteromodal elements prev.i.ously contributing to the primary 
system. 
Wiesenfild made the sa.1m assumptions in extending the context of the 
model to include the effects of auditory accessory stimulation and con-
trolled the factor of temporal effects by employing contirmous, simultaneous 
auditory stimulation. Thus, the hypothetical switching mechanism provided 
by the concept of MRN allowed predictions concerning both increase and 
decrease of a sensory response as a fUnction of accessory stimulation. 
Until the present study, no attempt has been made to extend the 
applicability of these models of MRN to those situations in which the 
primary stimulus and accessory stimulus are co-varied as joint independent 
variables . A1 t..hough previous studies in the area have been carei'ully and 
thoroughly carried out, there exists only meager and equivocal. experimental 
evidence bearing on this question. Accordingly, there appears to be a 
need for specific deductions and experimental hypotheses from the model . 
D. Summary 
The experimental literature on sensory interaction contains rmmerous 
reports of stimulation to one sense organ modifying the sensitivity of 
another sense organ. Sometimes these n¥Xlifid · tiona have been found to 
be in either direction, that is to facilitate or inhibit sensitivity. 
Moreover, some experimenters have reported both facilitation and in-
hibition. However, findings of no intersensory effects under certain 
condi tiona are also obtained. Soma of tbe factors which seem to determine 
the direction of intersensory effects (at least with respect to vision 
and audition) are 1) the quaJ.ity and intensity of the still1llus to the 
primary sensory system, 2) the set of tbe subject and 3) the intensity 
of the accessory s timulus. 
Intersensory effects of facilitation and inhibition are explained 
in part by gestal.t theory, genetic theory and a theor'.r of cortical ir-
radiation. The quasi-neurological theory of MRN achieves sufficient 
specificity to predict both facilitation and inhibition as a continuous 
function of the intensity of accessory stimulation. There appears to be 
a necessity for further experimental and theoretical work in determining 
intersensory effects, the intensity of the accessory stimul.us and the in-
tensity of the primary stimulus. 
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CliAPl'ER III 
STATamNT OF THE PROBLEM 
Three studies bearing most directly upon the present investigation 
are those of Kravkov,1 0 1Hare, 2 and Wiesenfeld. 3 As was noted in 
Chapter II, Kravkov studied the effect of auditory stimulation on CFF 
depending on the intensity of direct light stimulat~on. After the subject 
was dark adapted for 40 minutes, one tone of unspecified frequency and 
intensity was sounded continuously for approximately eight minutes during 
which time CFF' s for green light at two brightnesses were obtained. 
These CFF' s were compared with those obtained periodically prior to the 
tone . Tone was associated with an increase of CFF of approximately one 
cycle per second for the brighter light and a decrease of CFF of ap-
proximately one-half to one cycle per second for the dimner light . 
Wiesenfeld also studied the effect of auditory stimulation on CFF 
and used seven intensities of tone for the same brightness of flickering 
light. He found a diphasic relationship between tone and CFF in which 
weak tones were associated with a significant increase of CFF and loud 
tones were associated with a significant decrease in CFF. Since Wiesenfeld 
has provided evidence suggesting that different intensities of accessory 
auditory stimulation are associated with opposite effects upon CFF, it 
would appear that Kr~v's data are limited. in that no state~nt can be 
made concerning the interaction of tones of different intensities w1 th 
different brightness levels. 
1. Kravkov, S. V ., &· ~· 
2. O'Hare , J. J. 2E• ill· 
3. Wiesen£eld, H. J., ££• ~· 
'2.3 
Although the design of O'Hare's study permitted the exam:ination of 
the joint action of primary stimuli (tonal frequency) and accessory stimuli 
(intensity of illumination), a major consideration renders the results 
equivocal: each different :intensity of accessory illumination was also 
a diff erent spectral color. Whatever may be said about intensity of 
illumination may also be said about wavelength. 
0 'Hare did not organize his data in terms of any theoretical model 
and concluded only that there is a complicated interaction between 
audi tory threshold, visual brightness, and spectral regions of color. 
Kravkov, on the other badd, offerred the following explanation of his 
results: 
••• the threshold of the green-sensiilg apparatus of our 
color vision is raised under the influence of indirect 
auditory stimulation. By the sane token, CFF can be lowered. 
Additional excitation from indirect stimulation for co~ 
parativel.y weak flickering light must be distributed more or 
less equally ruoong the periods of light and dark; consequently 
. CFF would also be lowered. 
In the case of a bright flickering light ••• the additional 
excitation from the indirect stimulus is distribUted among 
the already tm.equal periods of light and dark. With this, 
it raises the noticeability of flicker (and, correspondingly, 
it increases CFF). Apparently the final effect is determined 
by 'Which one of the two actions of the indirect stimulus will 
exercise a stronger influence--either that Which raises the 
CFF in the increase of excitation, or the s~cond, that which 
lowers CFF in the increase of excitability.4 
At another ti:JOO Kravkov apparently re:rerred to two other processes 
to account for the reverse effects elicited upon increase in strength of 
the accessory stimulus. London refers to these processes as follows: 
4. Kravkov, s. v. ~· £!.!• p. 368. 
The ass'l " tion is made that an initially weak accessory 
stimulus sets up two central processes: one positively inductive; 
the other negatively inductive. Upon increase in strength o:t 
the accessory stimlllus, increases in the magnitude of the two 
oppositely signed inductive effects are given b,y two differently 
accelerated growth curves. Reversal of modal accessory effect 
is associated, therefore, 'With the change of sign resulting from 
algebraic summation of the two curves, once ~ certain magnitude 
of the accessory stinnllus has been exceeded. 
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It is not known whether Kravkov intended this general scheme to apply 
to the joint action of primary and accessory stimuli or only to the action 
of accessory stimuli. However, as interpreted by London, Kravkov's 
proposal of two differentially accelerated central processes is remarkably 
coincidental with the set of relationships applying to the action of MRN 
independently designed by Trehub and iesen:feld. 
The mdel of MRN suggests relationships among sensory systems ( desig-
nated as 1151'" 11S2,n etc.). MRN are assumed to bear a relationship to 
unspecified neurological entities. They are presumed to respond to 100re 
than one kind of sensory excitation (designated as I 1 , I 2, etc), contribute 
to the sensory system by which they are fired, and exist in addition to 
"specific" neural eleuents which respond to only one kind of sensory ex-
citation. It is assumed that each sensory system •consiats of its own 
specific elements but has access to a common pool of lOIN, firing some 
and sublimi.nal:cy exciting others. When stimulation is present in one 
sensory system only, the ~sensitivity of that system is presumably related 
positively to the number of speci£ic elements fired plus a certain number 
of MRN recruited to that system. When silmlltaneous stinrulation is present 
5. London, Ivan, ~· cit. p. 544. 
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in two sensory systems, the gain and loss of sensitivity with respect to 
one system is presumably related positively to g ain and loss of MRN onl.y. 
As accessory stimulation (!2) increases in intensity, the processes 
of gain and loss of }~ presumably accelerate, but do so at different rates. 
The gain of MRN is assUIOOd to :increase as a logari thm:i.c function of in-
creasing ~' while the loss of MRN is assumad to proceed as an ogival 
function of increasing ~. These changes supposedly occur in the following 
manner: the MRN previously excited but not fired by~ remain subliminally 
aroused and near threshold. With low values of I 2 the many MRN near threshold 
contribute to s1 while those excited to a lesser degree continue to be 
aroused subliminally but are now nearer threshold. As I 2 increases further, 
these MRN, which were initially well below threshold, then brought near 
threshold, are fired. The asswood effect of weak I 2 is largely to further 
arouse the many MRN previously excited subliminally by ~ to a point where 
they are now fired by ~ and contribute to s1 • The :r:rumber of MRN con-
tributing to s2 as a £unction of weak !2 is preswood to be small since most 
MRN not contributing to s1 as a consequence of either I 1 or weak I 2 are 
by and large excited only subliminally by I 2 • 
In extending the above model, the present study further assumes that: 
a) increasing 1_ should increase the number of specific elements 
contributing to s1 and the number of MRN available for recruitment 
either s1 or s2; and 
b) increasing I 1 should result in the contribution of these MRN to s1 • 
The foregoing assumed relationships are sllilmlrized in the form of intervening 
variables . The following postulates eJq>ress these relationships: 
PostuJ.a'te. ! 
There is a process P in a sensory system (Sl for example) whic..li 
increases the number of elements acting in that system when and only when 
stimulation (I2) in a second sensory system (82) is present. 
Postu1.ate II 
There is a process Q in a sensory system s1 'Which decreases the 
rmmber of elements acting in that system when and only 'When stimulation 
~ in a second sensory system s2 is present. 
Postulate III 
P is a positive logarithmic function of r2 • 
PostuJ.ate IV 
-----
Q is an ogival function of I2. 
Postulate V 
P, Q = f(I2) take place over and above the processes which increase 
the number of elements acting when only stimulation (Il) in S1 is present. 
Postulate VI 
The intercept of Q :: f(I2) is invariant for all values of I 1 • 
Postulate VII 
-------
With respect to the origin of Q, the intercept of P = f(I2) is a 
positive function of I1• 
Postulate VIII 
The net change in the number of elements active in s1 as a joint 
function of I 1 and I 2 is given at any point by the algebraic suunnation of 
p and Q. 
Postulate IX 
-
Sensitivity of a given sensory system is a positive .f'lmction of the 
number of elements acting in that system. 
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From the above postulates, the following eypotbases may be derived: 
a) Sensitiv.i.ty of ~ increases and decreases as a function of 
increasing I2 • 
b) Increase in sensi ti vi ty of s1 brought about by I2 is a positive 
function of I1 • 
c) Decrease in sensitivity of~ brought about by ~ is a negati~ 
function of I1. 
Hypothesis "a" is suggested by and follows from postulates 1, 2, 3, 
4, 8, and 9. With low values of I 2 increased sensitivity of s1 is assumed 
to occur while the logarithmic function representing the increase of 
sensory elemnts exceeds the ogival function representing the decrease of 
senslry elements . Reversal of effect, from increased to decreased sen-
sitivity, is assumed to occur when the ogival function begins to rise 
sharply and exceeds the logarithmic fmction. 
Hypotbasu "bn and tt c11 are suggested by and follow :roost directly 
from postulates 6 and 7. It is assumed that the form of the logarithmic 
function is not changed as :s_ varies, rut with increased r1 the function 
is elevated, initially contributing :roore elements to s1 ; and with decreased 
I 1 the f unction is depressed, initially contributing less elements to s1 • 
Thus, with increasing Il' P should exceed Q by an increasingly greater 
amount and for mre intensities of ~· Figures 1 and 2 represent these 



































































EXPERJMENrAL METHOD AND PROCEDURES 
A. VARIABLES 
Tbe selection of the particular variables employed here rested upon 
the consideration that no attempt was being made in the present study to 
broaden the generality of the diphasic relationship between a primary and 
secondary modality beyond that context utilized by Wiesenfeld. In demon-
strating this diphasic relationship he employed vision and audition as 
primary and accessory modalities respectively. Since the present stlldy 
was instead an attempt to provide generality to the theory by evaluating 
deductions from the theoretical model, it was felt that the most confounding 
would be avoided by selecting conditions which were comparable with respect 
to the relevant variables. 
1. DeP!nd.ent Variable (Sensitivity o:f s1 ) 
The dependent variable in this study was visual sensitivity. The 
measure of visual sensitivity was critical flicker fusion :frequency (CFF). 
CFF was defined as that :frequency at which an observer experiences a 
flickering light as steady and steady light as just beginning to flicker. 
2 . Independent Variables (I1 and I2) 
The independent variables consisted of intensities of visual stimula-
tion and auditory stimulation. The specific instrunents utilized will be 
discussed in a following section in this chapter. 
3l 
B. SUBJECTS 
Two subjects provided the data in the experiment . Both were employed 
at the hospital where the study was carried out . Subject lfl was age 42 . 
subject #2 was age 29. Neither reported any gross auditory impairment and 
both reported having excellent vision . Neither subject wore glasses . 
A popUlation of responses was sampled rather than a population of 
individuals . Therefore, the data obtained from the second subject 
represented a replication of the experinent carried out with the first . 
Each subject served as his own control, and repeated masurenents were 
made on each subject over a period of weeks . On the basis of the results 
of the first experimnt, two additional experinents were carried out. In 
the first study, the experinental conditions were identical . The subjects 
were seen separately at different times of day with respect to each other, 
but each subject was seen at the sane time of day for every session . 
c. APPARATUS (Figure 3) 
1 . Dependent Variable ( CFF) 
The subjects viewed a flickering patch of white light at the back 
wall of a large blackened box. This viewing box was 60.9 em. deep . At 
the center of the front wall was a slit 10. 50 em. by 2.54 em. which was 
surrounded by a rubber-edged headrest. The headrest fixed and supported 
the subject's head during binocular regard. At the center of the back 
was a circUlar aperture 2.5 em. in dia:neter. At a dist.Eplce o£ 60 . 9 em. 
from the observer the aperture subtended a visual angle of 2 degrees 21 minutes . 
The light source, a glow modulator tube (Sylvania Type Rll3lc), was 
powered by an electroil:i.c pulse generator which generated pulses of equal 
on-off periods (the Light-to-Dark Ratio, therefore, was 1:1). The range 
of flash frequencies the pulse generator co--~ d del" 
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modulator tube was from seventeen to ninety cycles per second. Changes 
in flash frequency were accomplished by turning the shaft of a gang of 
variable condenser plates of the pulse generator. 
2 . Irxiependent Variables (Il and I2) 
a) Visual Stimulation ( Il) 
The three levels of visual stimllla tion employed in the experiment 
were called High, Medium and Low. They represented different intensities 
of illumination of the flickering light patch. High and low were used in 
the first experi.nent. Medium was used in the second series of experimntal 
trials . High illumination corresponded to 2.59 x 10-l millUa.ni>erts , 
medium illumination corresponded to 6.65 x 10-2 mlllUamberts, while law 
illumination corresponded to 2.95 x 10-3 millilamberts . The high illumi-
nation was found to generate a OFF of from forty to forty- five cycles per 
second, the medium generated a OFF of from thirty- nine to forty-two c)cles 
per second, while the low illumination generated a CFF of from tv1enty-five 
to thirty cycles per second. The low illumination was considered to be 
above the cone threshold since the cone threshold has been reported as 
that illumination which generates a CFF of between ten and twenty cycles 
per second. It was necessary to use a Sola constant voltage transformer 
to prevent fluctuations in line current from affecting the constancy of 
the illumination. 
The iJ.lumina.tion was changed in the following manner: 
Behind the circular a,i)erture of the viewing box was ~- permanent ground glass 
diffusing screm • Between the diffusing screen and the glow tube was a 
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filter stand on which could be placed a filter disc consisting of ten wedges 
of increasing density arranged in a circle. (The filter disc was constructed 
from a Polaroid projection print scale). By rotating the disc one was able 
to select any of ten sectors which together constituted a logarithmic scale 
of filtering capacity. 
Under high illumination the subjects reported the light patc.."l as being 
sharp and clear. Under low illmination they reported it as being greyish 
and quite dim. No light intensity caused the subjects to report after-
images. 
b) Auditory Stimulation (I2 ) 
In the first e::>..-perinent seven Ll'ltensities of a 1550 cycle per second 
tone represented the stages of the auditory stimulus. In tm second experi-
m:mt five additional tones were used. These tones were generated by an 
audio oscillator and delivered to the subjects by means of earphones. 
Table 1 shows the intensity of all tones in deeibels at the earphones and 
in volts across the oscillator terminals. The value of background level 
of auditory stiDill.ation, including the sound of all apparatus in operation, 
was 52-54 decibels. 
3. Threshold Recording Apparatus 
The electronic apparatus powering the visual stimulus oould be operated 
by a ham switch. An instantaneously reversible motor a geared shaft 
was coupled with a gear on the shaft of the variable condenser plates of 
the pulse generator. The hand switch controlled this IJX)tor and was held 
by the subject. Depressing the hand switch activated the motor in one 
direction thereby turning the variable condenser plates. When these plates 




INrENSITY OF TONES IN DECIBELS OVER 0 . 0002 DYNES/eti AND 
IN VCLTS ACROSS OSCILlATOR TERMINALS 
Tone Decibels Voltage 
:t. ·'15 0 . 2 
2 82 1 .1 
3 88 2 . 0 
4 90 2 . 9 
5 92 3.6 
6 95 4.7 
7 98 5 . 8 
8 103 7 . 0 
9 107 8 . o 
10 108 9.0 
11 110 10.0 
12 ll2 u.o 
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produced an :increase in flash frequency. Releasing the hand switch 
reversed the direction of the motor, decreased the apposed area of the 
plates and hence decreased flash frequency • 
In addition to a gear on the drive shaft of the reversible motor 
t here was a small drum on which a fine metal chain could wind and umr.i.nd. 
By means of pulleys, this chain traversed an eight inch wide metal tray 
and hung taut at the end with a counterweight. A glass pen, fi:md to 
the chain with a spring clip, traveled back and for th across the tray as 
the chain moved and could make a continuous record on recording paper 
moving through the tray. The recording paper was driven through the tray 
by a small constant speed motor at the rate of eight and one-haJ..t' centilmters 
per minute. 
·As the il.ash frequency increased, the drwn :revolved and umround its 
chain. As the cha:in unWound the recording pen made a contirmous line on 
the paper. ~en the motor reversed the chain immediately began rewiniing. 
This was represented by a sharp peak on the paper. When the motor reversed 
again this was represented by a sharp trough on the paper . Thus the 
reversible motor, controlled by the subj ect, simultaneously drove the 
pulse generator and translated abanges in flash frequency to excursions 
of the recording pen . 
4. Threshold Measurenent Scale 
In order to measure the peaks and troughs on the recording paper it 
was necessary to construct a measuring instrument with a calibrated scale 
in cycles per second equivalent to that of the pulse generator inasmch 
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as flash frequency increased in a regular but curvilinear fashion. This 
meant that equal excursions of the pen at low and high frequencies did not 
represent the same increment of nash frequency in cyeles per second. 
Accordingly, a cycle-per-second scale identical to that of the pu1se 
generator was constructed on transparent plexiglass to read from twenty 
to sixty cycles per second. 
D. PROCEDURE 
le Training 
During the initial training sessions the subject was taught to execute 
the operations of the modified method of limits to be described in secti on 3. 
At each session twenty minutes were spent in dark adaptation. To f acili-
tate the dark adapt:ing process the subject wore a pair of goggles with r ea 
lenses. During training arrl during the experiment the room was almost 
totally darkened. The onl;r discerna.ble illumination was a faint red pilot 
lamp over the dial of the audio oscillator. 
To as sure that CFF thresholds were as reliable as cou1d possibly be 
obtained under the existing conditions, each subject was seen for a period 
of about four weeks prior to the actual performance of the experiment. 
During this time the subjects were thor oughly familiarized with the experi-
menter~ all components of the apparatus, the experimental variables and 
the method of communicating thresholds. This was done emplqying both 
levels of illumination, with and without tones, for increasing lenghts of 
time at each session. Just prior to the actual running of the f irst ex-
periment each subject was able to deliver thresholds during fourteen con-
secutive trials of approximately one and one-half minute duration apiece. 
2. Method 
A mod.ified method of limits was employed to gather thresholds. 
Ascending and descending trials were performad in the following manner: 
a) At the signal to begin, the subject was told to look at the 
flickering light patch in the viewing box and depress the hand switch . 
He was to keep the switch in this position untll flicker disappeared and 
he perceived the light as steady. 
b) When he perceived this point of fusion, he was to release the 
switch. 
c) As soon as the light was no longer steady and flicker reappeared, 
he was to depress the switch once again. 
d) The subject was instructed to continue depressing the switch 
when he perceived flicker and releasing it when he perceived fusion until 
told to stop • 
3 • !!!! Experiment 
After the twenty minute period of dark adaptation one minute of 
practice thresholds cwere obtained. This was followed by one minute of rest. 
Next began the actuaJ. series of exper~ntal trials. 
Each trial was of at least eighty seconds duration and divided into 
the following sections: 
a) 10 to 20 seconds of practice thresholds 
b) 30 seconds o:f thresholds delivered in the absence of auditory 
stimUlation and at one of the levels of illumation 
c) 10 seconds of thresholds during which auditory stilllllation was 
initiated and ma:x.imized to one of the seven tonal intensities employed 
d) 30 seconds of thresholds accompanied by simultaneous auditory 
stinnilation. 
Following this eighty second trial the subject was allowed to rest 
for two minutes, after which the procedures ! through 2, were repeated 
employing a different tone but the sane level of illumination. In this 
msnner, seven trials were run with rest periods between each, and these 
constituted one-half of the experi.Il8nt • 
After a rest period of two to three minutes the second half of the 
exoeriment began. Seven more eighty second trials were run, this time 
under the other level of illumination, with one trial for each of the 
seven tonal intensities. 
The no-tone portion of each triaJ. always preead.ed the pori,i on ac-
companied by tone. The order of presentation of the tones for each ex-
perillentaJ. day was randomized. The seven trials for high illumination 
and the seven trials for low illumination followed separate randomized 
sequences. The sequence of illumination conditions (that is, High-Low 
or Low-High) was arranged across days in a counterbalanced order. 
In a sense, the first experiroont was completed at each session and 
was replicated across days. The total ~ of each experimental. session 
was approximately sixty mirmtes. The ti~m during which the subject was 
actually attending to the light and signalling thresholds, however, was 
approximately eighteen m:inutes. Although he was not seen on consecuti· e 
days, the subject was seen at the same hour of the day. 
!~. Threshold Units 
-
With respect to neasurement of CFF thresholds, the flicker and fusion 
points were expressed in cycles per second. Although thresholds for flicker 
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are reported to differ from those for fusion1 it was decided to combine 
both these measures by averaging the obtained values for each trial . Thus 
a combined score was derived by ~lining ·~he midpoint in cycles per 
second between the subjects 1 thresholds for flicker and :t'usion. These 
conibined scores for flicker and fusion were averaged to give a single CFF 
mean score for the tone portion of each trial. . This was considered the 
subjects ' CFF for the no-tone condition. A sample of an obtained record 
may be found in Appendix B. 
It is norr possible to state the lzypotheses in terms of the operations 
which were carried out: 
a) Compared to the mean CFF thresholds obtained in the absence of 
tone, mean CFF associated with tone increases and decreases as a function 
of increasing intensity of tone . 
b) Facilitation of CFF brought about by tone is a positive function 
o:f illumination intensity 
c) Inhibition of CFF brought about by tone is a negative function 
of illumination intensity. 
1. Kugelmass, s., and Laudis, c., The Relation of Area and Luminance to 
the Threshold for Critical Flicker Fusion, Amer. J. Psychol. , 1955 68 1-19. - - , _, 
CHAPl'ER V 
RESULTS 
A. §XPerinrmtal H;ypotheaes 
The theoretical relationships postulated in Chapter lii allOW" the 
following general hypothesis: 
The difference between tile mean CFF thresholds for the conditions 
tone ani no-tone, facilitative or inhibitory, depends upon the 
particular tonal intensity as well as the intensity of illumination. 
The specific hypotheses are as follows: 
a) Facilitation and inhibition of CFF are a diphasic fUnction of 
tonal intensity. CFF will first increase and then decrease as a function 
of increasing tonal intensity. 
b) Facilitation of CFF brought about by tone is a positive function 
of the intensity of illumination. 
c) Inhibition of CFF brought about by tone is a negative function 
of the intensity of illumination. 
The obtained experimental data were treated as a f our w~ classifica-
tion analysis ~f variance carried out without replication.1 Since the 
data obtained from one subject were considered to be a replication of the 
main body of the experim3nt with respect to the other, s~~tparate statistical. 
§l'lBlyses were carried out for each subject . 
B. §xPerinental Results 
Subject Ill 
The data obtained from Subject Ill consisted of 420 means. There 
1. Edwards, A . L., Em,rimental Design in ~chological Research, New York, 
Rhinehart, 1950, 237- • -
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were thirty means for each of seven tonal intensities with a corresponding 
thirty no-tone means. Fi.t'teen of the means for each tone and no-tone were 
for high illumination and 15 were for low illumination. Tables 2 and 3 
and Figures 4 and 5 show these means. In the analysis of variance T refers 
to the effect contributed by tones (there were seven), C refers to condi-
tions, (there were two, tone and no-tone), I refers to illum:inations (there 
were two) and D refers to days (there were fifteen) • 
General Hmtbesis: '!.!!!. difference between the ~ .£!!! thresholds for 
~conditions ~~~-tone, facilitative .2!: inhibito:z, depends uppn 
~ particular tonal intensity !!.!. ~ ~ the intensity 2f illumination. 
This prediction would imply the interaction ofT x C xI. The 
~thesis of no interaction was tested and yielded an F ratio of less 
than one • The hypothesis of no difference cannot be rejected. 
Specific Hypotheses: 
a) Facilitation~ inhibition .£f ~ ~ ~ diphasic function of tonal 
intensity. CFF will first increase and then decrease as a function of 
----- -- -- -
increasing tonal intensity. 
This prediction implied the interaction of T x C. The hypothesis of 
no interaction was tested and yielded an F ratio: ~or leas than one. The 
hypothesis of no difference cannot be rejected. 
b) Facilitation £! QIT brought about £l ~.!!, ~ positive function of 
~intensity .£f :Ulumination. 
c) Inhibition 2£ £!:!brought about !?z ~~!negative function of the 
--
intensity £!_ illumination. 
These predictions implied the interaction of C x I . A test of the 
TABIE 2 
SUBJECT #1: MEAN CFF THRESHOLDS D~ CYCLF..S PER SECOND AND 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TONE AND NO-TONE MEANS ACROOS 
SEVEN TONAL INTENSITIES FOR HIGH IIJ1Th[INATION 
(For Each Mean N = 15) 
Tone No-Tone Mean Tone Mean Difference 
J_ 43.1+5 45.04 ,tl.59 
2 43.65 45.12 A-.47 
3 43.99 46.05 /-2.06 
4 43.62 45.35 /-1..73 
5 43.91 45.24 11.33 
6 44.09 45.06 .f.o.97 
7 44.43 45.J.6 fiJ . 73 
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TABLE 3 
SUBJECT {fJ. : MEAN CFF THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND AND 
DIFFERENCES BE'IWEEN TONE AND NO-TONE MEANS ACROSS 
SEVEN TONAL INI'ENSri'IES FOR LON ILLUMINATION 
(For Each Mean N • 15) 
Tone No-Tone Yean Tone Jean Difference 
l 27.20 26. 75 -O.h5 
2 27.00 26. 89 ..Q.ll 
3 27 .24 26. 78 ..0. 46 
4 27 .02 26. 96 -o.o6 
5 27.45 27.ll 
-<>.34 
6 26.62 26. 54 -o.oa 
7 26.97 26.43 
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SUBJECT #1: MEAN CFF THRESHOLDS FOR TONE AND NO-TONE CONDTIION.S 
ACROSS SEVEN TONAL INTENSITIES UNDER LOW ILLUM:mATION 
SUBJECT 1 
NO TONE 
,...0, o__ __o__ ,....,....,...,.. "-
--i-- --i~·~~-', __ o 
•----- -----.----- TONE ~i---
---• 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TONAL INTENSITIES 
.... 
hypothesis of no interaction yielded an F ratio of 52 .13 for 1 and 98 degrees 
of freedom, p < . 01. The hypothesis of no interaction in this case is 
rejected. Moreover, the difference was in the expected direction, and 
therefore the specific hypotheses are supported. 
A .f'Urther anal.ysis of variance was carried out in an attempt to 
determine if the differences obtained between tone and no-tone CFF and 
across tones m the direction of facili tation were significant und.er low 
illumination. A three way classification analysis of variance without 
replication yielded no significant F ratios for the variances associated 
with these differences . Since the F ratio between conditions in the 
overal.l analysis was significant at less than the five per cent level of 
significant (F = 8 .oo for 1 and 14 degrees of freedom), it is assumed that 
this difference may be attributed to the facilitative effects obtained 
under high illumination (Figure 4). 
Subject #2 
The data. obtained from subject 112 also consisted of 420 means . How-
ever, in this case there were ten means for each of three levels of il-
lumination across seven tones and seven no-tones . On the basis of the 
results of experiment l, experiment 2 was carried out under madium il-
lumination. The method and procedure were identical to those employed 
with the high and low series with the exception that these triaJ.s were 
carried out on different days following the completion of -tiba hi.gh and low 
series . The vaJ.idi ty of including this experimant in the analysis of 
variance rested on the assumption that any effects obtained which might 
be attributable to the madium lumination were not also confounded with 
effects attributable to uncontrolled processes operating systematically 
across days. Tables u, 5, and 6 and Figtn'es 6, 7, and 8 shaw these means. 
General Hypothesis: The difference between ~ ~ 2!:!, threshold f.2::. ~ 
conditions ~~~-tone, facilitative~ inhibito!2) depends up~m ~ 
particular tonal intensity ~ !!!! ~ ~ intensity ~ illumination. 
This prediction implied the interaction of T x C x I . The h;y'pothesis 
of no interaction was tested and yielded an F ratio of 2.16 for 12 and 108 
degrees of freedom, P < .o5. The hypothesis of no interaction can be 
rejected. 
S~cific Hypotheses: 
a) Facilitation !!2. inhibition~ Q!!. ~! diphasic function 2£ tonal 
intensity. ~ !!!,g first increase ~ ~ decrease ~ ! function of ~­
creasing~ intensity. 
The above prediction implied the interaction of T x C. The hypothesis 
of no interaction was tested and yielded an F ration of 5 . 86 for 6 and 54 
degrees of freedom, P < . 01. The hypothesis that there is no interaction 
can be rejected. Moreover, by inspection (Figures 6, 7, 8) it may be seen 
that CFF increases with weak I 2 and decreases with stronger values of r2 • 
Since the interaction is in the expected direction, the alternate hypothesis 
is supported in this ease. 
b) Facilitation ~ 2!E brought about~ tone !! ! positive :function o:f 
~ intensity £! illunrlnation. 
c) Inhibition ~ ~brought ~ ~ ~ ~ !. negative function £! ~ 
intensity 2£ illumination. 
TABLE 4 
SUBJECT #2 :: MEAN CFF THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND AND 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TONE AND NO-TONE MEANS ACROSS 
SEVEN TONAL INTENSITIES FOR HIGH ILLL~NATION 
(For Each Mean N = 10) 
Tone No-Tone Mean Tone Mean Difference 
1 47 .33 47 .54 /-0 .21 
2 47 .22 47 .06 -0.16 
3 47 .26 46.17 -1 .09 
4 47.88 46.58 -1 .30 
5 47.92 47 . 56 -0 .36 
6 47 .90 46.93 -0 .97 
7 48 .48 46.90 -1 . 58 
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TABLE 5 
SUBJECT #2: :MEAN CFF THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND AND 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TONE AND NO-TONE MEANS ACROSS 
SEVEN TONAL INI'ENSITIES FOR MEDIUM ILLUMINATION 
(For Each Mean N ::. 10) 
Tone No-Tone Mean Tone an Difference 
1 40.27 lJ]..25 .JIJ.90 
2 40.54 40.01 -o.53 
3 lJ]..04 40.51 
-0.53 
4 40.82 40.17 
-0.65 
5 41 .17 40.20 
-0.97 
6 40.99 39.22 
-1.77 
7 40.44 39.09 
-1.35 
TABLE 6 
SUBJECT #2: MEAN CFF THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PElt SECOND AND 
DIFFEREIDES BETWEEN TONE AND NO-TONE MEA:tf> ACROSS 
SEVEN TONAL INTENSITIES FOR LC1/f ILLUMINATION 
(For Each Mean N = 10) 
Tone No-Tone Mean Tone Mean · Difference 
l 2.5.2.5 2.5. 61 ~.36 
2 2.5.18 2.5.46 ,to.2e 
3 2.5.48 25.02 ._-o.46 
4 25.49 25.28 -0.21 
5 25.64 2.5.30 
-0.34 
6 2.5.72 25.3.5 
-0 .37 
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SUBJECT 1/!2: MEAN CFF THBESHOIDS FOR TONE AND NO-TONE CONDITIONS 
ACROSS SEVEN TONAL INTENSITIES UNDER LOW IIJ..UMINA.TION 
SUBJECT 2 
27 
26 NO TONE 
54 
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• · TONE 
24 
23 
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TONAL INTENSITIES 
The fOregoing predictions implied the interaction of C x I . The 
hypothesis of no interaction was tested and yielded. an F ratio of 8 . 80 for 
2 and 108 degrees of freedom, P < . 01. The hypothesis of no interaction 
can be rejected. However, by inspection of Figures 6, 7, and 8 it may be 
noted that the trend of differeroes is :in a direction opposite to that 
predicted. Inhibition was found to be greater at the higher values of 
illumination and not facilitation as predicted. In the light of these 
results, the null hypothesis is rejected but the alternative hypotheses 
as stated above cannot be supported. 
Further analyses were carried out in an attempt to determine if the 
differences obtained between tone and no-tone CFF and across tones were 
significant under certain of the illuminations only. Three way classifi-
cation analyses of variance without replication wer e carried out for each 
of the three illuminations. For low illumination there were no significant 
F ratios for the variances associated with these differences . For medium 
illumination the differences between t one and no-tone CFF ' s changed sig-
nificantly across the seven tones . This is represented by T x C F ratio 
of 9.14 for 6 and 54 degrees of freedom, P < . 01 . For high illumination 
there was a significant difference between tone and no-tone CFF (between 
conditions F ratio was 14. 48 for 1 and 54 degrees of freedom, P < . 01. ) 
but this difference did not change across tones (as indicated by a T x c 
F ratio of 1 .99 for 6 and 54 degrees of freedom, P > .o5) . 
On the basis of the results of experiments 1 and 2, experir.ent 3 was 
undertaken. i th subject #1 a further series of ~als was carried out 
under high illumination using five tones all of greater intensity than tone 
seven (tones 8-12) . The hypothesis to be tested was that with more 
intense tones, the inhibitory portion of the predicted diphasic relation-
ship could be obtained, and therefore an overall interaction of tones and. 
conditions demonstrated. Mean CFF 1s for tone and no-tone, and IOOan dif-
ference socres for this series are shown in Table 7. Figure 9 represents 
the man differences betrre en tone and no-tone CFF for all twelve tones . 
In Figure 9 the mean CFF for tones one through seven represent the average 
of fifteen days . Means for tones eight through twelve represent the 
average of four days . It may be noted that the net effect of tones 8 and 
9 was slightly facilitative, while the effect of tones 10, 11, and 12 was 
:increasing:~y inhibitory. 
A three way classification analysis of variance without replication 
was carried out in an attempt to determine if the mean difference between 
tone and no-tone conditions changed significantJ.y in magnitude and direc-
tion across the tonal intensities . For this analysis pairs of tone and 
no-tone man CFF 1s fo1• tones one through seven based on four days (selected 
at random from the original fifteen days) were entered w:i. th the man CFF r s 
obtained using tones eight through ihrelve for four days. This proCEidure 
of combin:ing the results obtained on different days was felt to be justified 
since in the overall analysis of variance for Subject #1 there was no 
significant trend across days for the ef'f'ects with which we are concerned 
(T x C x D). Table 7, Appendix D summarizes the analysis of variance for 
tones one through twelve . A test of the hypothesis of no significant T x c 
interaction yielded an F ratio of 4. 73 for 11 and 33 degrees of freedom, 
TABLE 7 
SUBJECT /fl:. MEAN OFF THRESHCLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND AND 
DIFFERENCE SCORES FOR TONE AND NO-TONE MEANS UNDER HIGH 
ILLUMINATION, TONES EIGHT THROUGH TWELVE (For Each Mean N = 4) 
Tone No-Tone Mean Tone Mean Difference 
8 4.3.6o 4.3.31 fiJ.70 
9 4.3.44 42.81 .;.o • .37 
10 42.56 42.10 
-O.h5 
11 lj]..86 40.32 
-1.54 
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P " .01. The hypothesis of no interaction may now be rejected. Whereas 
previously there was no change in :intersensory effects across the tones, 
it may be seen from Table 7, Appendix D that there is now a significant 
change attributable in part to the inhibitory effects associated with 
tones ten through twelve. Inferentially, additional findings lend so100 
support . to the general hypothesis m the case of · ubject Ill as well . 
CHA.Pl'ER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Evaluation ~Results 
At the conclusion of the first experimnt there appeared to be at 
least three significant unexpected findings in need of explanation. First, 
the general hypothesis could not be supported in the case of Subject /fl 
awing largely to the fact that although the intersensory effects changed 
across illunrl.nations they did not change across tones. Second, tmder the 
same stimulus conditions of high illumination, the intersensory effects 
in the case of Subject #1 were significantly facilitative while in the 
case of Subject #2 they were significantly inhibitory. Third, under lmv 
illumination no statistically significant sensory interaction could be 
observed in the case of either subject. An attempt was made to deal with 
the first and second findings by presenting (1) further experim:mtal 
hypotheses and ( 2) the results of e:xperi.loontation designed to test these 
hypotheses . The first and second findings will be discussed here in 
terms of the experim:mtal results, while the third finding will be dis-
cussed with respect to the present postulates and other theories of sen-
sory interaction. 
l . Fl.U"ther Experimentation 
It was felt that if the relationship between sensitivity of a primary 
sense organ and accessory stimulation is a diphasic one in whiCh sensitivity 
increases and decreases as a function of increasing intensity of the ac-
cessory stimulus (Trehub, W"iesenfeld, Shore), then the wholly .facilitated 
,· 
CFF of Subject 111 and the largely inhibited CFF of Subject f!2 across the 
same tonal intensities may have represented the first half and second 
half respectively of the same diphasic curve. If this was the case, the 
lack of significant change in intersensory effects across tones for Sub-
ject lfl may have com9 about because unlike Subject #2 there was at no 
point any evidence of a reversal of effect across the tones, from facili-
tation to inhibition. This suggested that the same tones may have acted 
as if they exerted different effects from one subject to the other. If 
in some way these same tones generated an inequality of central. state, 
this inequality could possibly have resulted from tones one through 
seven having lesser effective intensity in the case of Subject #1 relative 
to Subject 1/!2.. It seem9d reasonable to expect, therefore, that for Sub-
ject #1 accessory stimuli of greater intensity than tone seven might 
bring about inhibition of OFF, which was heretofore unobtainable. On 
the other hand, for Subject #'2 stimuli of lesser intensity than tone one 
might bring about more facilitation than previously obtained. 'When 
experim9nt 3 with Subject /fl was carried out employing tones of greater 
intensity, inhibition of CFF was obtained. Thus, the heretofore lacking 
diphasic relationship could be shown and inferentially the general hypothesis 
supported in the case of Subject #1 as well . 
several practical considerations made it possible to test the 
deduction relating to CFF only :in the case of Subject #1. However, the 
lzy"pothesis of non-equivalence of tones for both subjects allows the further 
deduction that perhaps the absolute auditory t.lu-esholds were different for 
the two subjects. Althaugh neither subject reported a history of impair-
ment in auditory efficiency, it was felt that differences in thresholds 
for the specific audio frequency empl oyed in the present study may never-
theless e:xist. Ther efore, audio100ter examinations were conducted and 
audiograms plotted in the region of 1550 cycles per second. It was pre-
dicted that the decibel loss for Subject Ill should be greater than the 
decibel loss for Subject #2 . As 100asured by a Maico Audiometer, the 
relative loss in decibels for 1500 cycles per second was 8.3 decibels for 
Subject #2 and 22 . 7 decibels for Subject 1/1. This difference is in the 
expected direction and tends to further support the hypothesis of differen-
tial effect of tones as a whole between the subjects . 
The obtained difference in auditory thresholds between the subjects 
accounts only :in part for the opposite effects obta:ined. For example, 
tone one for Subject #2 had an effect (slightly raised CFF) comparable to 
the effect of tone nine for Subject #1. Tone one, 75 decibels, was 
approximately equivalent to tone nine, 107 decibels. Assmning that deci-
bels may be added and subtracted for the present purposes, then after the 
difference of 14.4 decibels between subjects ' thresholds is taken into 
consideration, a 17.6 decibels remains unaccounted for by any of the 
experinental results . 
2 . Discussion .2£.:!?.!::! Postulates ~ Related Theories 
As noted earlier, a third unexpected finding was that no significant 
sensory interaction occurred at the lowest level of illumination ~or 
either subject. The prediction r elating to a low intensity of lJ. s~cifies 
that relatively little facilitation and relatively great inhibition 
should occur under those conditions . The source of this prediction may 
be traced to Postulate VI in which it is assumed that the intercept of p 
and p only changes as a function of I1 • Under lying this assumption is the 
notion that as I increases (1) more 1ffiN may be excited subliminally ani l . 
available for recruitment and (2) upon initiation of I 2, these MRN will 
l::e:J5.red with s1 • It was assumed that the rate of accretion of MRN to s1 
as a f'unction of ~ would remain unchanged. However, the above assump-
tions were not substantiated by the experim:mtal results . 
How, then, may one account for the brealidO\m. of intersensory effects 
as observed under the conditions of the present experinent? None of t~ 
~rous other theories discussed in Chapter II appear capable of generating 
hypotheses to account for the complex composite finding of a) facilitation 
b) inhibition and c) no effect, all as a joint function of I 1 and I 2 • 
Gestalt theory would predict that under conditions of dim light (ground) 
and loud sound (figure) marked inhibition should occur. Genetic theory 
fails in that it cannot g.peci~ the direction of effects. Irradiation 
theory, as noted before, is similarly one-sided in that it cannot account 
for inhibitory effects. The mdel of MRN presented by Davis, Trehub and 
Wiesenfeld, however, allow an alternative deduction which would be con-
sistent with the literature and the results of the present exP3riment . 
Though admittedly post~' and therefore having its acceptability open 
to question, the following explanation is nevertheless tentatively 
suggested: 
Assume that the effect of increasing r1 is to increase the total 
number of MRN subliminally excited but that upon accessory stimulation the 






) remains invariant. In terms of P and Q, it might follow, 
then, that change in I 1 is associated with a change in the slope of the 
functions of p and Q. Figures lOa, lOb, and lOc represent these hypo-
thetical functions and Figure lOd presents the resultants of the summated 
functions . Figure 10 suggests t~t as I1 increases, the magnitude of all 
effects increases, whether shown to be facilitative or inhibitory. On 
the basis of this alternative explanation it ~ be possible to understand 
the findings of the present study with respect to the condition of lo 
illlll!Ul'lation . 
B. !JnPlications ;?! ~Results 
In general the results of the present study are consistent with the 
main body of literature on intersensory effects. In particular, it was 
shown that intersensory effects depend not only upon the intensity of 
accessory stinmlation but also upon the intensity of primary stimulation. 
Moreover, certain theoretical implications may be drawn. First, 
although the form of the theoretical functions P and Q may indeed be of 
a general nature, applying to all individuals, the results of the present 
study suggest that considerable future research lll<\1 be necessary in order 
to specif;t whether the specific individual may supply the parameters for 
these functions . In the previous studies of Trelmb, Wiesenfeld, and Shore 
which predicted a diphasic relationship between a sensory response and 
the intensity of accessory s tinrulation, the same range of peysical stimuli 
for both subjects in each study was in genaral adequate to dem:>nstrate this 
relationship experimentally. However, on the basis of the resuJ.ts obtained 
in the present study, it may be suggested that in future studies the range 
of accessory s timlli might be based on multiples of just-noticeable-differences 
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second, we 1.flily refer to the fact that in order to bring about the 
sa.JOO intersensory effect Subject /fl. required an accessory .stimulus 32 
decibels greater in intensity than Subject #2. This difference in 
effective stinlll.ation was accounted for only in part by the difference in 
auditory thresholds for the tone employed. It may be fru:i.t.f'ul to explore 
the factors which might contribute to the unexplained difference. One 
suggestion might be that from one individual to the next, various 
sensory systems may acquire certa.ih prepotencies over the others sUch 
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that with conditions eliciting sensory interaction, the effects of the 
individual "favoring' one or t})a other sensory system might becom apparent. 
An experimental context which has been paid little attention, yet which 
is appropriate to the exploration of the above question, is that in which 
the accessory and primary stimuli are reversed within the same subject. 
Previous in~estigators have assumed that the theories of sensory inter-
acti ons apply to all modalities. In the case of a "prepotently visual" 
or "prepotently auditory" individual, one might wonder whether reversing 
the stimuli would bring about identical. :intersensory effects. 
Third, it was mentioned in the review of the literature that one of 
the variables fourrl to affect the direction of intersensory effects was 
the wavelength of spectral light used as a primary stimulus. In the present 
study this variable was confounded by employing a white light (that is, 
a combination of all wavelengths ) • No systematic investigation of wave-
length has been made in which brightness was also controlled. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the present study was to formulate and test deductions 
from a theory of intersensory effects. The deductions allowed predi ctions 
concerning t he magnitude and direction of such effects as a joint function 
of two independent variables, intensity of primar,y stimulation and i nten-
s i ty of accessory stimulation. The eff ect of jointly varied visual 
stimula:tion an~ audi t ory st imulation upon visual sensitivity was invest igated 
experimentally • 
The experimental literature on sensory interaction contains numerous, 
repor t s of stimulation to one sense organ modifying the sensitivity of 
another sen~e organ. There are reports of facilitation, inhibition, 
both faci litation and inhibition, and no effects. Among the factors 
noted which m~ determine the magnitude and direction of intersensor.y 
effects are (a) the quality and intensity of the stimulus to the primary 
sensory s.ystem, (b) the p,yschological set of the subject and (c) the 
intensi t y of the accessory stimulus. Few studies have examined the 
effect of primary stimulation on the sensory interaction brought about by 
accessory stimulation. Furthermore, the results of such studies bearing 
on the joint relationship stated above are limited and equivocal. 
Intersensory effects have been explained in part by gestalt theor,r, 
genetic theor,r, and t heories of cortical irradiation. None of these 
theories achieve sufficient specificity to yield quantifiable deductions. 
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concerning change in a sensory response as a joint function of a primary 
and accessory stimulus. The theoretical model of "mutual~ recruitable 
neurones~' (MRN), a quasi-neurological construct advanced in recent hetero-
modal research, was employed to generate the specific hypotheses concerning 
vision and audition. The hypothetical constructs. of MRN.were used to 
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develop certain assumed relationships which were stated in terms of postulates . 
The specific predictions derived from the postulates were as follows:. 
1) Sensitivity of a primary modality will first increase and 
then decrease as a function of accessory stimulus intensity (I2). 
2-) Increase of sensitivity brought about by accessory stimulation 
is a positive function of pr:i.mary stimulus intensity ( I1 ) • 
3) Decrease of sensitivity brought about by accessory stimulation 
is a negative function of primary stimulus intensity. 
A population of r esponses was samples from two male subjects. In the 
present stuqy sensitivity of the visual modality was examined. The 
measure of visual sensitivity was critical flicker fusion frequency ( CFF) . 
Intensities of the pr~ary stimulus consisted of thre~ levels of brightness 
of the flashing light. The accessory stimulus consisted o£ twelve 
"' ·- . . 
intensities of a 1.5.50 cycle per second tone binaurally delivered t hrough 
earphones. For each light intensity ascending and descending CFF determina~ 
tiona were made continuous~ for a thirty second period prior to the onset 
of each tone and for a thirty second period immediate~ following the 
maximization of each of the tones. The experimental hypotheses tested 
were as follows:; 
General Hypothesis: 
1) The difference between the mean CFF thresholds for the 
conditions tone and no-tone, facilitative or inhibitor.r, 
depends upon the tonal intensity ( ~) as well as the inten-
sity of illumination (I1). 
Specific Hypotheses: 
1) Facilitation and inhibition of CFF are a diphasic function 
of tonal intensity. CFF will first increase and then 
decrease as a function of tonal intensity. 
2) Facilitation of CFF brought about b,y tone is a positive 
function of the intensity of illumination. 
3) Inhibition of OFF brought about b,y tone is a negative 
function of the intensity of illumination. 
Four- and three-way classification an~ses of variance were applied 
to the data. It was found that from the results obtained in the main 
body of the experiment the general hypothesis could be supported only 
in the case of Subject #2. Although sensory interaction was shown to 
depend on I 1 in the case of both subjects, and I1 plus I 2_ in the case of 
Subject #2, CFF 1s of Subject #1 showed only facilitation in varying 
degrees across I2• 
It was suggested that the same I 2 acted as if it were less intense. 
in the case of Subject #1 with respect to Subject #2. When further 
experime~tation with Subject #1 was carried out employing tones of greater 
intensity, inhibition of OFF was obtained, the heretofore lacking diphasic 
relationship could be shown, and inferential)3 the general hypothesis supported 
in the case of Subject #1 as well. On the basis of (1) the above additional 
results and (2) the results of audiometric examination indicating a 
22.4 decibel loss of auditor,y sensitivity for 1500 cycles per second for 
Subject #1, it was suggested that the results of the main ~ of the 
experiment ~ represent different portions of the same ~iphasic curve. The 
explanation in terms of the obtaineddifferences in auditor,r thresholds 
between the subjects accounts in part, but not wholl,y, for the different 
portions of the diphasic curve presumab~ obtained. 
The absence of sensory interaction at a low level of illumination 
observed under the conditions of the present experiment was discussed in 
terms of the postulates. An admittedlY post hoc scheme was offered 
which proposed that rather than increasing the magnitude of facilitation 
onl3', the effect of increasing I 1 might be to increase the magnitude of 
all heteromodal effects. brought about by t one, whether facilitative 
or inhibitor,r. Conversely", the effect of decreasing I1 might be to 
decrease the magnitude of all heteromodal effects . Unlike a:rry of the 
other theories surveyed, the model of .MRN allowed the statement of an 
alternate postulate which would be consistent with the data obtained. 
Im.plic3tions of the experiment were discussed. In general, the 
results are consistent with the main body of intersensocy- literature. 
The suggestion was made that while the form of the theoretical. diphasic 
curve describing the relationship between a sensory response and accessory 
and/or primary stimulation riJ83" be of a general nature, applying to all. 
individua1, the results o£ the present study and other recent studies. 
in the area s.uggest that considerable additional research DlCiir be necess.ary 
in order to specify whether a given individual must supply the parameters 
for these functions. 
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Final~, suggestions were made concerning further research which 
might be carried out upon the influence of other stimulus variables on 
heteromodal effects. 
Conclusion which~ be drawn from the present study" are as follows:· 
1) Under the conditions of the present experiment, CFF 
may increase and decrease, as a function of accessory 
auditory stimulation. 
2) The magnitude of the effect brought about by accessory 
auditory stimulation is positivelY related to the 
intensity of illumination. 
3) The theoretical model allowed alternate relationships 
to be :postulated in order to integrate experimental findings 
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SUBJECT 1!1: TONE AND No-TONE CFF MWJ THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND FOR 
TWELVE TONL\L II?l'ENSITIES AND HIGH ILLUMINATION 
- -Tone 
Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
NT T Nr T 
.• 01 44.02 L1.9 
21 45.74 46.86 45.16 47.87 45.99 47.79 43.44 44.17 44.16 47.20 45.99 47.93 45.02 47.02 
3 44.87 45.17 43.40 45.05 42.35 43.89 43.18 48.17 43.61 46.83 45.60 44.81 43.31 43.55 
4 45.83 48 .11 46.43 50.71 46.22 49.35 46.47 51.62 47.32 45.93 46.74 48.80 46.66 46.61 
5 48.57 51.17 51.16 49.85 51.21 50.31 48.44 51.10 48.54 49.04 48.99 50.81 49.39 49.39 
6 43.99 48 .87 43.17 50.34 45.20 53.34 41.86 50.67 48 .52 51.35 48.75 51.55 51.65 5o.J~ 
71 46.66 45.99 47.22 47 .33 45.61 . 46.60 46.07 46.99 46.58 46.49 45.77 46.43 45.83 46.42 
81 39.91 42.28 40.17 44.03 39.53 44.65 48.53 45.12 50.54 47.87 38 .96 41.46 46.76 44.50 
91 39.90 39.66 39.94 39.73 38.74 40.32 40.30 40.87 36.90 35.29 39.44 40.10 38.70 39.79 
101 42.85 45.90 42.41 43.38 45.13 46.15 43.95 41.80 40.66 41.68 42.49 40.20 43.81 44.78 
111 39.72 41 .73 44.60 45.71 41.66 44.45 40.16 40.54 44.24 47 .03 38.33 41.58 42.40 42.84 
12 I 41.20 38 .41 36.99 38.20 41.27 42 .96 39.26 38.83 37.00 38.64 39.90 39.87 41.57 42.74 
13 I 42.36 45.5o 42.96 45.42 41 .07 43.21 40.16 43.15 41.62 4l.J.J4 45.24 48 .o2 41 .62 42.22 
14 I 44.90 48 .39 43.22 38.95 47 .10 48 .7o 42 .54 45.74 45.19 49.97 5o.oo 43.95 44.86 46.28 






TABLE 1 Continued 
Tone 
8 9 10 11 12 
NT T M T m T m T m T 
45.28 46.02 47 .26 46.86 45.10 43.35 43 .23 42 .36 45.45 42 .45 
42 . 49 42 .28 40. 57 40. 53 39.53 38 .96 39.39 38 .17 41. 76 40.82 
43.21 43 .59 39 .86 40. 77 41 .58 42 .43 37.72 37.13 38 .99 37.34 




SUBJECT #1.:: TONE AND NO- TONE CFF MEAN THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND FOR 
SEVEN TONAL INl'ENSITIES AND LON TILUMINA.TION 
Tone 
Day I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
NT T Nl' T Nl' T NT T Nl' T NT T Nl' T 
28.13 27.39 21 .60 26.56 26.6u 2s.62 27.33 25.86 
2 128.06 27.80 27 .95 28 .07 27 .03 27.03 26.22 26. 54 27 .92 27. 43 27.16 26.25 27.49 27.38 
3 26. 85 25.19 26 .70 27 .06 26.22 25.22 26 .87 26.77 26.76 26.93 26.l!.9 25.03 26.49 26.71 
4 27 .14 26.58 27.09 26.32 26.77 25.99 27e23 27.55 27.09 27.89 26.76 27.71 27.91 27 .81 
5 127 .20 27 .27 27.59 28 .18 27.15 26.76 27.37 28.49 27 .97 28 .05 29.06 31.99 27 .77 28.52 
6 I 26.64 28 .o6 26.38 25.76 20 .10 30.29 27.10 28 . 53 29.71 32 .09 26 .39 26.3h 26.05 25.99 
7 129 .56 28.72 27.50 29.90 27.35 26.65 27 .80 27.35 29.97 29.38 28.31 28.30 27.94 28.67 
8 I 26.50 26 .84 21.20 26.41 25.30 27.66 2S.58 25.26 26.50 26.15 25.25 25.89 27.41 26. 58 
9 27 .62 26.49 27.66 26.12 27.66 27.56 28.49 28 .10 27.78 26.43 25. 79 24.38 27.66 24.99 
10 27.75 27.59 31.10 29.25 30.83 29 .22 30.55 29.55 29.83 28.61 28.20 28 .13 30 .05 29.62 
11 125.88 24.88 25.25 25.35 27 .49 24. 22 25.66 25.36 26.10 25.70 26.13 25. 23 25.70 25.45 
12 125.80 26.25 25.62 24. 81 26.93 26. 21 24.94 25.22 26. 30 25.12 25 .55 26.1!.6 24. 79 23.12 
13 l26. 6o 26. 40 25.65 24.81 24.65 25.05 26.05 26.34 26.68 25.38 25.85 25.03 25.27 24.25 
14 125.88 26. 42 26.45 27 .15 26.58 26.15 28.49 29 .05 27 .30 26.80 26.30 25 .96 26. 43 25.58 
15 126.40 25.05 26.08 25.72 25. 67 24.56 24.95 23. 00 24. 24 24.15 25.54 2$.85 26._30 26.15_ -.:J \0 
~ 
TABLE 3 
SUBJECT #2 : TONE AND NO-TONE CFF MEAN THRTI:SHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND FOR 
SEVEN TONAL INI'ENSITIES AND HIGH ILLUMINATION 
-one 
Day I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Nr T NT T NT T NT T Nr T NT T NT T 
1 146.2o 47.25 45.30 46.5o 45.90 45.15 47 .85 47.30 47.70 47.75 48.70 5o.oo 48.oo 46.6o 
2 147.05 50.35 48.40 46.75 47.05 49.65 52.55 49.00 51.35 53.55 51.55 50.95 51.40 51.50 
3 47 .60 48.10 47.20 47.35 50.15 51.00 47.40 47.35 43.95 46.10 44.6o 43.30 48.80 46.95 
4 47.05 45.13 45.93 42.09 45.31 42.87 47.96 45.77 47.76 46.44 47.77 47.15 43.67 39.34 
5 50.83 49.97 50.73 52.41 44.43 44.24 47 .64 42.37 51.50 50.85 50.34 49.36 51.99 49.59 
6 44.39 45.55 48.18 48.83 48.15 46.67 5o.o5 47.92 51.42 48.70 49.59 46.78 49.84 48.69 
1 49.03 47 .99 49.35 46.93 45.28 46.6o 4.5 .86 46.20 47'.33 47.36 48.45 43 .93 41 .53 42.21 
8 50.10 50.49 49.72 50.49 49.26 48.15 49.53 49 .o6 52.74 48.85 49.30 49.15 49.84 49.76 
9 147.58 47 .49 48.58 47 .99 47 .33 46.5.5 46.92 47 .66 47.45 46.6) 47.99 46.17 49.70 47 .4.5 




SUBJECT #2 : TONE AND NO-TONE OFF MEAN THRESHOLDS D~ CYCLES PER SECOND FOR 
SEVEN TONAL INERR3TIIES AND MEDIUM ILUJMINATION 
Tone 
Day I 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
Nl' T ur T Nl' T Nl' T Nl' T Nl' T Nl' T 
1 141.99 43.07 44.91 42 . 34 40 .28 41.16 44.17 45.03 43. 58 42 .34 43 .74 40.99 44.30 42.53 
2 137. 56 38. 62 38.54 36.37 38.76 38 .21 39.16 38.46 38. 71 37.11 39.51 36.92 37. 20 36.53 
3 40.12 42 . 55 39.46 39 . 78 42.08 40.26 40.62 40 .30 42 .11 40.69 42 .58 89.19 40.53 39 .39 
4 40.04 43.46 39.29 41.74 42 .17 42 .53 42.00 40 .94 40. 67 41.09 39 .45 39 .26 41.74 40.74 
5 44.49 46.73 43.46 45 .o6 45. L1 46.12 42.30 42 .15 43.78 Ll~ .o3 44.61 43.92 45.03 44. 33 
6 41.66 42 .14 39 . 26 39.17 42.19 40 .99 41 .42 41.23 41 .72 41 .14 41.06 39.67 40 .?~ 38.56 
7 40.66 40. 56 44.88 42.92 40.72 39.90 39. 61 39.19 41.61 40.46 40.99 38.45 38 .38 36.66 
8 37.15 36.43 35.95 33 .11 39 .03 37.45 38.28 36. 60 38 . 79 36. 92 37 .76 36.95 38. 76 35.96 
9 139.37 38 .77 37 .39 38. 27 39.03 38.26 40 .99 39.49 40 . 64 39.30 38.69 37.17 37. 71 36.97 





SUBJECT #2 :· TONE AND NO- TONE OFF MEAN THRESHOLDS IN CYCLES PER SECOND FOR 
SEVEN TONAL INrENSITIES AND LOW IWJMINATION 
one 
Day I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Nr T N1' T Nr T NT T Nr T Nr T Nl' T 
1 123.85 23.90 25.00 25.85 25. 70 25.00 25.35 24. 90 25.25 23.65 25.30 25.45 24.95 25. 20 
2 126. 55 27.60 28 .15 21 .95 27 .65 27.80 26.6o 26.65 26.80 27 .00 27. 65 27.40 27 .30 28.50 
3 25.8o 26.85 25.40 25.90 26.o5 25.35 21 .o5 26. 35 26.75 26.55 26. 8o 26. 4o 25. 8o 27 .o5 
4 25.30 24.60 24.10 23. 50 24.10 24.30 24.80 24. 00 25.60 24.10 24.55 24.00 23.65 23 .80 
5 25.73 26. 33 25.37 26.03 24.95 25.22 25.15 25.82 25.45 25.58 25.62 25.45 25.66 25.99 
' 
24.28 24.95 23.37 23.22 24.17 24.39 24.58 24.16 24.11 23. 64 24.03 23 . 80 23 . 49 24.08 
7 125.99 25.84 25.63 25.96 25.63 26.15 26.29 26.75 26.95 27 .15 26.41 25.49 26.45 26 .58 
8 125.16 26.76 26.13 26.20 25.78 23 .25 25.67 25.84 25.79 25 .69 26.04 25.68 26.13 25. 41 
9 I 25. 24 24.99 24.90 25.50 25.57 24.80 25. 36 24.81 25.74 25.12 25.27 24.87 25. 20 25.37 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARJES 
84 
TABLE 1 
SUBJECT #1: OVERALL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUll OF SQUARES d.!. MEAN SQUARE F p 
TONES 9.37 6 1 • .56 ••• N.s. 
CONDITIONS. 32.97 1 32.97 8.oo < .os 
ILLUMI NAT IO S 32735.46 1 32--735.46 6,58 • .5~ < .01 
DAYS 1270.10 14!. 90.72: 1.8a N.s. 
T XC 5. -n. 6 .... • •• ~J.S . 
Txi ll.68 6 1.94 ••• N.s • 
TxD 334 • .54 84 3.98 ••• N.s • 
c X I 76.12' 1 76 .1.2' 52.1}- <·01 
CxD 57.71 14 4.lZ 1.77 N.s. 
IxD 696.o6 14 49.71 12.39 ( . 01 
T X c X I .5.38 6 ••• • •• N.s • 
TxCxD J27. 76 81~ 1 • .5~ leOh. N.s. 
Txlx D 337.02. 84 4.01 2.74 <·o1 
Cxix D 32.49 Jl~ 2.32: 1.7.5 N.s. 
T xCxixD 111.19 84 1.3a 
TOTAL. .3584).63: 419 
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TABLE I!< 
SUBJECT #lt: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR WW ILLUMINATION 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUY OF SQUARES d.f. MEAN SQUARE F p 
TONES 9.17 6 1.52 ••• N.s. 
CONDITIONS 4.44 1 4.44 3.17 N.S. 
DAYS 272.64 14 19.47 10.69 ( . o~ 
T x .C 1.82 6 ••• • •• N.s • 
T xD 152.90 84 1.82: 4.1] <. . 01 
C xD 19.7a 14 1.40 3.18 ( · 01 
T X c X D 37. 16 84 o.44 
TOTAL 4&7. 85 209 
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TABLE 3; 
SUBJECT #2 : OVERALL ANAUSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUM OF SQUARES d.f. MEAN SQUARE F p 
TONES 16.40 6 2.73: • •• N.s. 
CONDITIONS. 25.00 1 25.00 13 . 02· I .01 
~ 
ILLUMINATIONS· 36310. 91 2 18155.45 4l2.6a: < .o~ 
DAYS 356.49 9 39.61 •• • N.S. 
T X c. 25.34 6 4.22 5.86 ( .01 
T X I 33.31 12: 2.77 ••• N.s .• 
TXD 164.6J. 54 3. 04 ••• ~I.s • 
C X I 10. 75 2 5.31 8. 80 (.01 
CXD 9. 17 9 1.0~ 1.65 N.s .• 
IXD 794.62: 18 44.14 14.31 <._.Ol. 
T XC X I 15.85 l2 1.32 2. 16 ( ·05 
TXCXD 38.97 54 0.72 1.18 N.s. 
TXIX D 333.12 108 3.08 5.04 < .01 
C X t X D 34.67 18 1.92 3-l4 (.o1 
TXC XIXD 66.66 108 o.61 
TOTAL 382,35.89 419 
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TABLE 4 
SUBJECT #2 : .ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR I.DW ILLUMINATION 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUM OF SQUARES d.f. MEAN SQ'!JARE F p 
TONES 2.36 6 0.39 1.62 N.s. 
CONDITIONS 0.05 1 0.05 ••• • •• 
DAYS 193 .69 9 21.52 89.66 ( .01 
' 
T XC 2.96 6 0.49 2.04 N.s. 
TxD 23.61 54 0.43 1. 79 < .05 
CxD o.46 9 o.o5 ••• • •• 
TxCxD 13.4lL 54 0.24 
TOTAL · 236.54 1.39 
--· - · 
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TABLE 5 
SUBJECT #'l: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR MEDIUM ILLUMINATION 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUM OF ~~ARES d..-f'. MEAN SQ.UARE F p 
TONES.~ 17.36 6 2,;'89 7.04 ( . 01 
CONDITIONS., 16.74 1 16.74 4o.8a ( -0~ 
D YS 591.85 9 65.76 1.60.39 ( .01 
~ 
Tx C 22 .53; 6 3.15 9.14 ( . 01 
\:. 
TxD 136.15 54 2.52' 6.14 <·01 
C xD 16.01 9 1.77 4.31 <-01 
Tx. CxD 22.28 54 o.Lt1 
TOTAL 822.9a: 159 
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TABlE 6 
SUBJEGI' #2: ANAIXSIS OF VARIANCE FOR HIGH ILLDMINATIONT 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUM OF SQUARES d.f. MEAN SQUARE F 
TONES ~9.9.9 6 4.99 3.80 ~ .01 
CONDITIONS 18.97 1 18.97 14.48 (:.01 
DAYS 365.51 9 40.61 31.00 " .01 
T XC 15.69 6 2.61 1.99 N.S. 
TxD 338.98 54 6.2.7 4.78 { .o~ 
CxD 25.20 9 2.80 2:.13 \.o5 
TxCx D 71.1)) 54 1.31. 
TOTAL. 865.53 139 
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TABlE 'l 
SUBJECT #1: ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TONES 1-12: UNDER HIGH IIJ..UMINATION 
SOURCE OF VARIANCE SUM OF SQUARES d • .f. MEAN ~UARE F p 
TONES. 129.63 11 11.78 10.15 ( . 01 
CONDITIONS 17.8~ 1 17 . 82·· 15.36 (.0~ 
DAYS 23 .34 3 7.78 6.70 {. Ol.. 
T X c 60.46 11 5.49 4.7) <.ol. 
TxD 366.36 33 11.10 9.56 ( . OJL 
CxD 0.33 3 ••• • •• N . 
TxCx D 38 .59 33 1.16 
TOTAL 636.53'- 95 
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The purpose of the present st~ was to formulate and test deductions 
from a theory of intersensory effects (stimulation of one sense modality 
modifying the sensitivity of another sense modality). A model of 11mutually 
recrui table neuronesn (MRN), a quasi-neurological construct advanced in 
recent research on intersensory effects, was employed to generate hypo-
theses concerning the magnitude and direction of such effects upon critical. 
flicker fusion frequency (CFF) as a joint function of intensity of il-
lumination and intensity of tone . 
A review of the literature pertaining to sensory interaction suggested 
that among the factors Which may determine the magnitude and direction of 
' 
intersensory effects are the intensities of the stimuli applied jointly 
to two sensory systems . 
The model of MRN was used to develop certain assumd relationships 
which were stated in terms of postulates . The experi~ntal hypotheses, 
derived from these postulates, were applied to vision and audition and 
were stated as follows : 
General Hypothesis: 
Visual sensitivity is a joint function of visual stimulation and con-
current auditory stimulation. 
S~cific Hypotheses: 
A) Facilitation and inhibition of visual sensitivity bear a diphasic 
relationship to the intensity of auditory stimuJ.ation. Visual sen-
sitivity will increase and then decrease as a function of increasing 
intensity of auditory stimulation. 
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B) Facilitati5n of visual. sensitivity brought about by auditory 
stimUlation is a positive function of intensity of visual stimulation. 
c) Inhibition of visual sensitivity brought about by auditory stil!IIl-
lation is a negative function of intensity of visual stimulation. 
The data consisted of ' repeated thresholds obtained from two subjects . 
The l'IEasure of visual sensitivity was CFF. Intensity of visual stimulation 
consisted of three l evels of brightness of the flashing light, while 
auditory stimulation consisted of twelve intensities of a 1550 cycle per 
second tone binaurally delivered . For each light intensit,y ascending 
and descending CFF ' s were neasured contirm.ously for a thirty second period 
prior to the onset of each tone and for a thirty second period inuoodiately 
following the maximization of each of the tones . 
Initially, the general hypothesis was supported only in the case of 
the second subject . Although i ntersensory effects were shown to depend 
on illumination in the case of both subjects, and both illumination and 
tone in the case of the second subject, CFF' s of the first subject showed 
only facilitation in varying degrees across the tonal intensi tie·s . How-
ever, when further experil'IEntation with this subject was carried out employing 
tones of greater intensity, inhibition of CFF was obtained, the heretofore 
lacking diphasic relationship could be shown, and inferentially the general 
hypothesis supported in the case of this subject as well as the second. 
The absence of significant sensory interaction at a low level of il-
lumination observed under the conditions of the present experiment was dis-
cussed in terms of the postulates . A ~ ~ scheme was offered which 
proposed that rather than increasing the magnitude of facilitation only, 
the eff'ect of increasing illumination might be to increase the magnitude 
98 
of all intersensory effects brought about by tone, whether facilitative 
or inhibitory. Conversely, the effect of decreasing illum:ination might 
be to dedrease the magnitude of all intersensory effects. Unlike any of 
the other theories reviewed, the model of MRN allowed the statenent of an 
aJ. ternate postul.ate which woul.d be consistent with the data obtained. 
Implications of the experiment were discussed. In general the results 
were consistent with the main body of intersensory literature. The sug-
gestion was nade that while the form of the theoretical diphasic curve 
describing the relationship between a sensory response and stimulation to 
more than one sense organ may be of a general nature, applying to all 
individuals, the results of the present study suggest that considerable 
additional research may be necessary in order to specify whether a given 
individual must supply the parameters for these functions. 
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